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A
s noted in earlier chapters, remote sensing of Earth was in
the 1960s and early 1970s nearly the sole province of the
United States and the Soviet Union. During the late 1970s
and early 1980s, Europe, India, Japan, China and other

countries began ambitious remote sensing programs. Since the
breakup of the Soviet Union, Russia has begun to open its remote
sensing programs to cooperative efforts with other countries and
with non-Russian private industry.

Until recently, U.S. technology and policy dominated the in-
ternational scene in remote sensing, and U.S. practices estab-
lished de facto international standards for remote sensing data
policy and management. Now the expanding array of national and
regional agencies involved in remote sensing has changed the
ground rules for cooperation. 1 International cooperation has
long been the norm in civilian remote sensing, but the chang-
ing international environment demands a changing ap-
proach to cooperation. The United States remains the leading
player in remote sensing but is increasingly the first among
equals. Because the United States is no longer in a position to dic-
tate the terms of international space activities, it can exercise its
leadership most effectively through negotiation, persuasion,
cooperation, and possibly compromise.2

I ~ls chapter  Uses [he (errn agency to refer to any of the nationai  government agencies
involved  in remote sensing, such as NASA and NOAA, as well as regional  mganiza[ims
such as the European Space Agency (ESA).

‘John M. Logsdon, “Charting a Course for Cmperatim  in Space,” Issues in Science
and Technology, vol. 10, No. 1, fall 1993, pp. 65-72.
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This chapter examines international issues in
remote sensing data policy and management. It fo-
cuses on cooperative activities in the public sec-
tor, primarily in environmental research and
weather forecasting, as well as related commercial
issues.3

REASONS FOR COOPERATION
Nations seek to cooperate in space activities for
scientific, economic, and political reasons (box
5-l). Economic motivations stem from the in-
creasingly tight budgets for space activities
worldwide. International cooperation offers the
promise of reducing costs by reducing unneces-
sary redundancies between the remote sensing
programs of different agencies, either by allowing
greater specialization and division of labor be-
tween agencies or by permitting the development
of joint satellite systems that meet the combined
needs of several agencies. International coordina-
tion can also improve the effectiveness of remote
sensing programs by bringing together the com-
plementary strengths of different agencies and en-
abling them to identify and eliminate the gaps
among their programs. These incentives for coop-
eration are reflected in increasing efforts to re-
solve disagreements over the international ex-
change of data and to coordinate programs of data
management, both of which aim to increase the
ability of various agencies to use each other data.

Remote sensing from space is an increasing-
ly international activity. Increasing numbers of
countries support remote sensing satellites, which
are capable of providing data from around the
world, and collecting those data often requires
cooperation with receiving stations in many dif-
ferent countries. Furthermore, many applications
of remotely sensed data are by their nature region-
al or global in scope. Modem weather forecasting
requires global data to support increasingly capa-
ble computer forecasting models, and understand-
ing changes in the global environment requires ac-

curate information on the state of the atmosphere,
oceans, and terrestrial ecosystems. There is a
long history of productive international ex-
changes of Earth data, including remotely
sensed data, for these and other purposes.

CHALLENGES OF COOPERATION
As more countries have become active in remote
sensing they have taken a variety of approaches to
data policy and management, which pose increas-
ing challenges for established mechanisms of data
exchanges. Some agencies have adopted policies
that restrict who may have access to data or have
decided to charge others for the use of their data.
The international community has developed
mechanisms that hold substantial promise of deal-
ing with these conflicts, but their ultimate resolu-
tion remains uncertain.

As described in chapter 3, the prodigious quan-
tities of Earth data produced by current and
planned remote sensing systems poses a substan-
tial challenge for data management. Recognizing
this challenge, NASA has begun a concerted effort
to develop the Earth Observing System Data and
Information System (EOSDIS).4 Other countries
have taken different approaches to data manage-
ment, and none have yet made a comparable com-
mitment of resources.

International data management will require the
development of systems for data transmission,
processing, and storage that support international
data exchanges. The requirements may vary wide-
ly depending on the applications. Operational ac-
tivities such as weather forecasting require reli-
able networks for the prompt transmission of
critical data worldwide, as provided by the World
Weather Watch. Scientific research and monitor-
ing require the maintenance of accessible high-
quality archives that operate effectively together
across national boundaries. Efficient international
data management will require international coor-

JSee cho 4 for a discussion of intematitmal  competition in the private sector.

4See ch. 3.
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The political symbolism of cooperation can promote two closely related sets of goals First, coopera-

tion in space can provide a highly visble symbol that reinforces broader political ties between the coun-

tries involved Second, cooperation on space projects can build support for those projects failure to

Iive up to an International commitment could undermine the political relationships Involved 1

At the 1972 Moscow summit, President Nixon and Soviet Premier Alexel Kosygln signed an agree-

ment on peaceful cooperation in space
2 that culminated in the Apollo-Soyuz Test project of

1974-19753 Although both the United States and the Soviet Union maintained active military space pro-

grams, the 1975 rendezvous provided a highly visible symbol of the detente that characterized the

U S -Soviet relationship at that time The ApoHo-Soyuz mlsslon didnot lead to further, highly wslble

cooperative missions, however, as the U S -Soviet relationship grew more strained

In 1984 President Reagan announced the U S commitment to building a permanently Inhabited

space station and began to seek International partners to share the costs of this project, which came to

be known as Space Station Freedom In 1988, the international partners in the space station—Canada,

Japan, and the members of the European Space Agency—signed an Intergovernmental agreement 4

laying out their contributions to the International space station project, Despite several redesigns to re-

duce its cost, the space station became a symbol of U.S leadership of a unified western alliance dur-

ing the Cold War, and the International commitment also became one of the Ieading arguments in Con-

gress for continued funding of the space station

In 1993, President Clinton called for another redesign to reduce the cost of the space station This

redesign left open the possibility of Russ Ian participation, which was eventually agreed to in November

1993 In addition to providing some needed components of the space station at relatively low cost, this

agreement serves to dramatize the end of the Cold War and provides a symbol of Russias reintegration

into the International community. Cooperation for political purposes carries the risk that the political con-

siderations within either country could undermine cooperate agreements Indeed, the possibilty of

political and economic instabiltyty in Russia makes this reintegration as much a hope as a fact, and

poses risks to the space station if Russia IS not able to meet its commitments

‘ See app C of U S Congress Off Ice of Technology Assessment, Civilian Space Station and the U S Future in Space OTA-
STI-241 (Washington DC U S Government Printing Office November 1984)

2 The 1972 Intergovernmental Agreement on Cooperation in Exploration and Use Of Outer Space for peaceful puporses

3 U S Congress Off Ice of Technology Assessment U S -Sowe( Coopera(/on  In Space OTA-TM-STI-27 (Washngton DC U S

Government Prntlng  Off ce July 1985) pp 27-31
4 The Agreement Among the Government of the United States of America Governments of Member States of the European

Space Agency the Government of Japan and the Government of Canada on Cooperation n the Detaled  Desgn  Deve opment
Operation and Utlllzatlon of the Permanently Manned CIVII Space StatIon ‘

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment 1994.

dination that addresses worldwide data manage- of cooperation. Second, international cooperation
ment needs in a systematic way. can reduce U.S. autonomy in x-emote sensing,

International cooperation in remote sensing making the United States vulnerable to changes in
cm also carrys ign ificant  drawbacks. First of al 1, it policies or programs by foreign governments and
can complicate management and decision-mak- limiting the ability of the United States to modify
ing processes. leading to delays, inefficiencies, its programs in response to its own changing
and a loss of flexibility that reduce the advantages needs and circumstances. Finally, the open ex-
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change of data internationally can undermine the
ability of U.S. companies to compete in commer-
cial data sales.

NATIONAL AND REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
As the number of agencies involved in remote
sensing has grown (figure 5-1; app. A),5 so has the
variety of approaches to data distribution and
management policies. These policies vary not just
from country to country but from agency to
agency and even from program to program within
a single agency. In distributing remotely sensed
data, NASA and NOAA follow the guidelines set
out in Office of Management and Budget Circular
A-130, making data available to users at or below
the cost of reproduction. Non-U.S. agencies often
view their data as valuable property, restricting ac-
cess through licenses and charging substantially
higher fees for access. Some agencies engage in
value-added services for private customers while
others, including U.S. agencies, leave this mostly
to the private sector. In designing their data man-
agement systems, some agencies concentrate on
managing data for their own internal purposes,
while others invest in systems that provide access
for a broader group of users.6

These variations in data policy and manage-
ment have important implications for internatio-
nal data exchange. Agencies with restrictive access
policies are often reluctant to exchange data with
agencies that allow more open access, and some-
times provide data subject to restrictions on third-

party access that add to the recepient’s data man-
agement costs. Furthermore, the exchange of large
amounts of data requires data access and transmis-
sion systems that are both compatible and have
sufficient capacity to operate together effectively.

 United States
The United States has the longest history in civil-
ian remote sensing and its applications. With its
early weather satellites and the first Landsats, the
United States decided to make the data available
to domestic and foreign users as cheaply as pos-
sible.7 The marginal cost of open access was low,
and it reinforced the ideal of free and open ex-
change of information as an element of U.S. for-
eign policy during the Cold War. During the late
1970s and 1980s the United States adopted a
much more commercial approach to data access,g

and this had a major impact on the emerging poli-
cies of other countries that were becoming active
in remote sensing.

U.S. efforts at remote sensing now include
NASA’s Earth Observing System (EOS), which is
the largest single component of the broader U.S.
Global Change Research Program (USGCRP).
The emergence of these programs prompted a re-
view of data policy and management, with two
important consequences. First, the Committee on
Earth and Environmental Sciences (CEES) elabo-
rated the Global Change Research Data Prin-
c iples,9 which reaffirmed policies of open data ac-
cess and exchange10 and the commitment to

Ssee ~pp, D of  U.S. Congress, Offlce Of Technology” Assessment, The Future ofRemote Semingfiom  Space: Cil’iiian  satellite SYslen~s  and

Applications, OTA-lSC-558  (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1993) for a description of these activities.

bRay Harris  and Ron~an  Kmwec, ‘mSonle Current  Intemationa]  and National Earth Observation Data policies,’”  Spa(”e  pdic’y,  vol. 9, N(). 4,

November 1993, pp. 273-285.

7@,nem11y at no Cos(  or at the cost of repr(ducti(~n.

gsee ch. 4 ~d David Rad~anowski,  The Future  of the Lund Remote Sensing Satellite System(Lundsal)91 -685 SPR (washingtm,  DC: C(~n-
gressimal  Research Service, September 1991).

gconlnlittee  on Eafih and Environmental Sciences, The U.S. Global Change Data and Information ManaRemenr  Prqrarn  plan (Washing-
ton, DC: National Science Foundation, September 1992). These principles were made public by OSTP Director D. Al Ian Bmmley and became
known as the Brornley Principles.

l~ls ~)sitlon was strongly  influenced by data exchange principles of the ICSU World Data centers.  see BOX 5-10.
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adequate data management systems (box 5-2).  Europe
Second, NASA made a major commitment to de- Western Europe has emerged as an increasingly
veloping the EOS Data and Information System important player in satellite remote sensing. The
(EOSDIS) in order to manage effectively the huge European Space Agency (ESA), the European Or-
quantities of data expected from EOS. 1 ]

ganisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological

In July 1991, the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) released the Policy Statement on
Data Management for G/oba/  Change Research, which was elaborated on in a report by the Committee

on Earth and Environmental Sciences. I This report forms the basis for U.S. policy on data access, ex-

change, and management The statement reads

“The overall purpose of these policy statements is to facilitate full and open access to quallty  data

for global change research They were prepared in consonance with the goal of the U S Global

Change Research Program and represent the U S Government’s position on the access to global

change research data
■

■

■

■

m

■

■

—

The U S Global Change Research Program requires an early and continuing commitment to the estab-

Ilshment,  maintenance, validation, description, accessibility, and distribuhon  of high-quality long-term

data sets

Full and open sharing of the full suite of global data sets for all global change researchers IS a fundamental

objective

Preservation of all data needed for long-term global change research is required For each and every

global change data parameter, there should be at least one explicitly designated archive Procedures

and criteria for setting priorities for data acquisition, retention, and purging should be developed by par-

tlclpahng  agencies, both nahonally  and internationally. A clearinghouse process should be established

to prevent the purging and loss of Important data sets

Data archives  must Include  easily accessible Information about the data holdings, Includlng  quallty  as-

sessments, supporting ancillary information, and guidance and aids for locating and obtaining the data

National and International standards should be used to the greatest extent possible for media  and for

processing and dlstrlbutlng global data sets

Data should be provided at the lowest possible  cost to global change researchers in the Interest of full

and open access to data This cost should, as a first principle, be no more than the marginal cost of fllllng

a speclflc  user request Agencies should act to streamline administrative arrangements for exchanging

data among researchers

For those programs in which selected prlnclpal investigators have initial  periods of excluswe  data use,

data should be made openly available as soon as they become w[dely  useful In each case the funding

agency should explicitly define the duration of any excluwve  use period “

1 CEES, The u S Global Change Data and Information Management Program Plan, National Science Foundation, September

1992

SOURCE National .%lence Foundation, Committee on Earth and Environmental Sciences, 1992

I I See Ch. ~ f[~r a discussi{m  of EOSDIS.
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Satellites (Eumetsat), ’2 and the French space
agency CNES (Centre National d’Etudes Spa-
tiales) all have major remote sensing satellite pro-
grams with corresponding data receiving and dis-
tribution systems. Germany, Italy, and the United
Kingdom maintain strong data analysis and ap-
plications programs. The European Space Re-
search Institute (ESRIN) near Rome has principal
responsibility for ESA’S Earthnet program, which
manages ESA’S data archives, catalogs, and net-
works. The European Community (EC) has also
taken an active interest in remote sensing, particu-
larly in data management and in research on the
application of remotely sensed data, ’s and has
joined ESA in developing the Centre for Earth
Observation, but the management of data in Eu-
rope generally has been left to individual research
institutes.

European data policies arose as the United
States was attempting to commercialize the Land-
sat system. Europe’s first land remote sensing sat-
ellite program, the French Satellite Pour Observa-
tion de la Terre (SPOT) 14 system, is operated as a
commercial enterprise by the private company
SPOT Image. Though more successful in data
sales than EOSAT, SPOT Image still requires a
substantial subsidy from the French govern-
ment. 15 

ESA has also  arranged for the commercial
sale of data from its research and operational satel-
lites, beginning with ERS- 16 After initial prob-

lems caused by an incomplete data management
system and by severe limitations on the quantity
of data made available to researchers, ERS- 1 data
are now available to users in the United States. Eu-
metsat is moving toward more restrictive policies
for access to data from its Meteosat meteorologi-
cal satellite system.

 Russia
Russia is the main heir to the long Soviet tradition
in civil remote sensing, but aside from imagery
from its meteorological satellites, Russia did not
begin making satellite data available outside the
Soviet Union until the late 1980s. Several firms
now market Russian remotely sensed data, Multi-
spectral images are available in photographic
form with resolutions as fine as 2 meters. 17 At_

tempts to sell photographic images and data from
its Almaz synthetic aperture radar (SAR) com-
mercially have met with only limited success be-
cause of difficulties in providing timely access to
data, and inexperience with commercial markets.
A shortage of funds is also inhibiting Russian ef-
forts and has delayed the launch of the Geostation-
ary Operational Meteorological Satellite
(GOMS). 18 The United States and Russia signed
an agreement on cooperation in civilian space ac-
tivities in 199219 and have begun to develop plans
for cooperation in Earth observations, including
joint projects on data exchange and interoperabil-

I Znc ~k ~)lk,lng ~e]a[l[)nshlp  ~.twcen  ESA and Eun~Ctsat is similar to that hetween  NASA and NOAA. ESA ~~v~lf)ps and lalln~h~~ ‘hC ~;*tC1-

lites,  and  Eumetsat  processes and (hstributes the data.

I ~~e Jt)ln[ Research Cen[re  at ISpra  near Milan, Italy, is the main center for this research.

14spoq- was ~)rlgina]]y  nanled sate]] i[e Probat(llre d’ohsem ati(m de la Terre, indicating its experimental natUre,  bill tk nanlc  was  la[Cr

changed to reflect Its current, (ywratitmal  status.

i fCNES pa~,s  nlost  Capital costs,  including satellite development, and holds  a 34 percent interest in s~~t [nlafl~, S.A

] s~e prl~ ate corllpmY Eurln)ag~  ~as  established  to market  remote  sensing images by publicly owned ground statl~)ns w lthln ELJrlw> Jn-.
cludlng  data  fr(~n~  Landsat,  AVHRR, ERS - 1, and future systems. ERS - 1 data have not experienced s[rong sales  to date. The C,ana(Jum Rackirsat
lntemati{ma]  has the North  American marketing rights for ERS- 1, and SPOT Image has marketing rights in other parts {~f the world.

17See U.S. (’[)ngrcss,  office of TCchnolog}” Assessment, The /--/////re {)1 ~cnl(jlc .$~fl$I~<:  ~-rO~l .\/Ja~’c: ~l\’1/1~~ .$fltelll~~ .$~’$~c~?~  $ (~~~d~~/~/J/~~”~~-

fIwr,Y, OTA- ISC-558 (Washlngt(m,  DC, U.S. G(~vemn~ent  Printing Office, July 1994), app. D, pp. 179-180.

ltlGOMS has ~,en listed  as ready for launch since 1992.

1 ~AgrPcn)Pn!  R(,fi$ ~cn ~)le R14% ~lon ~“cdcr[lll{)n and I)lP ~’nltpd ,~mtps o/’Amerl[a on COOpPrallOn In peat’efit]  .Spa[”Q  Re~~>~r~)l  ‘Jrl[i  ~/)ll)r[l-

mm, June 17, 1992.
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ity of data systems.
20 The future of Russian in-

volvement in cooperative remote sensing activi-
ties remains uncertain.

1 Japan
Four Japanese agencies play important roles in re-
mote sensing: the National Space Development
Agency (NASDA); its parent organization, the
Science and Technology Agency (STA); the Min-
istry of International Trade and Industry (MITI);
and the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA).
Both NASDA and MITI have undertaken joint
programs with NASA.2] Japan makes data avail-
able on a nondiscriminatory basis for nonmilitary
applications, distinguishing only between re-
search and nonresearch applications. NASDA
distributes data to scientific users at or below the
cost of reproduction through the Earth Observa-
tions Center (EOC) and receives royalties for data
sold commercially through the Remote Sensing
Technology Center (RESTEC). However, it has
had serious problems in distributing data from its
MOS and JERS-1 satellites and plans major im-
provements in data management for future satel-
lite missions. Japan has also made proposals for
greater international coordination of remote sens-
ing data networks.

Canada
The Canadian Space Agency (CSA) plans to enter
the remote sensing business with Radarsat, which
promises to carry the first SAR to be used on an
operational basis. Canada hopes to recover most
of the operating costs of Radarsat through com-
mercial data sales by Radarsat International, al-
though most of the intended customers are foreign
governments seeking data on sea ice cover. The
Canadian government will receive free access to

data, as will the U.S. government in exchange for
NASA’s launch of Radarsat.

 India
India has developed an active remote sensing pro-
gram, aimed mainly at domestic applications, but
has refused to make satellite data regarding India
available to other countries and, until recently, has
not attempted to distribute satellite data for other
countries. In October 1993, India’s National Re-
mote Sensing Agency (NRSA) and EOSAT an-
nounced an agreement under which EOSAT
would market data from India’s IRS satellites.22

O t h e r
China has developed experimental weather satel-
lites and has joined with Brazil to develop the Chi-
na-Brazil Earth Resources Satellite (CBERS).
South Africa is developing a land remote sensing
satellite called Greensat, capable of gathering
multispectral data of 16.25 meters resolution and
panchromatic data of 2.5 meters resolution. A num-
ber of other countries have programs in remote sens-
ing and operate ground stations that receive and
process data from other countries’ satellites.

These agency programs have substantial over-
lap and duplication, often because countries have
pursued independent national space programs for
reasons of national prestige and technological au-
tonomy.

INTERNATIONAL TREATIES AND LEGAL
PRINCIPLES
National, international, and commercial Earth ob-
servations from space take place in the context of
an evolving system of international principles and
legal regimes. The main forum for international
agreements under the United Nations umbrella is

‘“Plon  ji)r Russian-American Cooperative Programs in Earth Science and Environmental Monitorin~fiom  Space, (let. 27, 1993.

‘l These include the ASTER instrument, which MIT1 will supply for EOS AM-1, the joint NASA/NASDA Tropical Rainfall Moni[mirtg
Missit~n  (TRMM) satellite, and NASA/NASDA instrument exchanges m ADEOS and EOS-Chem.

2zBen Iannotta,  “Landsat  6 Loss Opens Door to Other Imagery Suppliers,” Space News, Nov. 1-7, 1994, p. 18.
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the U.N. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer
Space (COPOUS), which negotiated four intern-
ational agreements on space activities. The 1967
Outer Space Treaty establishes abroad framework
for outer space law, encouraging scientific coop-
eration and prohibiting claims of sovereignty in
outer space. Along with the 1972 Liability Con-
vention and the 1975 Registration Convention,
the Outer Space Treaty establishes the principle of
national jurisdiction over satellites, including
commercial remote sensing satellites, and in-
cludes the requirement that private companies ob-
tain licenses for their satellites from their national
government and that those satellites be listed in
the U.N. Registry by that national government.

The 1987 U.N. principles on remote sensing
express international ideals for the use of remote
sensing, although observers disagree about how
these principles should be interpreted. These prin-
ciples embody the view that outer space is a re-
source for all humanity and should be used for the
general benefit of all nations (box 5-3). The 1992
Landsat Act incorporated some of these principles
into U.S. law (box 5-4).

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The earliest efforts to promote international coop-
eration in remote sensing dealt with meteorologi-
cal satellites. The World Weather Watch (WWW)
is a cooperative program for collecting, process-

The United Nations Principles Relating to Remote Sensing of the Earth from Space (Principles) are

contained in a 1987 resolution adopted by the General Assembly. As a resolution, the Principlesnnclples are not

currently legally blinding but do provide the basis for a multilateral treaty. Much of the language and

intent of the principles stems from the four major space treaties promulgated by the U N Committee on

the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPOUS) from 1967 through 1975 Of particular importance is the

Treaty on Principles Governing the Actiities of States in the Exploration and use of Outer Space, in-

cluding the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (Outer Space Treaty) This treaty, which has been in force

for 26 years and to which the United States is a party, provides that outer space and celestial bodies

are governed by international law and are not subject to national appropriation

The Princilples cite provisions of the Outer Space Treaty and the Convention on the RegistrationReglstratlon of

Objects launched into Outer Space (Registration Convention) as applying to remote sensing actvities

The Outer Space Treaty provisions cited mandate that outer space and celestial bodies are the “prov-

ince of all mankind” and require that the exploration and use of space be for the benefit of all nations

regardless of their degree of economic or scientific development

The provions cited also encourage international cooperation, require individual nations to oversee

the space activitles of nongovernmental entities, and allow claims for damages to be presented in the

courts of either the claimant or the launching state The Registration Convention provision cited in the

Principles requires a state to provide information about space objects launched by it to the Secretary-

General of the United Nations The information includes the name of the Iaunching state(s), a registra

tion number, orbital parameters, date and location of launch, and the general function of each object.

The Principles augment the legal role of the United Nations in remote sensing by making it and its

relevant agencies responsible for providing technical assistance and coordination The Secretary-Gen-

eral’s role includes being informed of national remote sensing activities and making relevant Information

available to other states upon request

(contiued)
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The Principles address access and distribution of data and information generated by national civil-

ian remote sensing systems, Primary data are defined as the raw data delivered in the form of electro-

magnetic signals, photographic film, magnetic tape, or any other means. Processed data are the prod-

ucts resulting from processing primary data, and analyzed information means information resulting from

interpreting processed data. Remote sensing activities addressed by the Principles include operations,

data collection, storage, processing, interpretation, and dissemination.

As a whole, the Principles set a standard of international cooperation among states operating remote

sensing systems (sensing states) and states whose territory is being observed (sensed states) while

attempting to achieve a balance between the rights and interests of both groups. The needs of the de-

veloping nations are to be given special regard. Sensing states are encouraged to provide cooperative

opportunities in a wide array of activities ranging from data collection to establishing and operating

storage stations and processing facilities. If requested, a sensing state must consult with a sensed state

to make participation opportunities available. Regional agreements are preferred wherever feasible.

Protection of the Earth’s environment and of humanity from natural disasters are specific purposes

promoted by the Principles, States participating in remote sensing activities that possess information

useful for averting harmful phenomena are required to disclose the information to concerned states. If

the potential harm threatens people, the obligation to disclose requires promptness and extends to

processed data and analyzed information.

The relationship between sensed and sensing states—and the rights and responsibilities that issue

from that relationship-are particularly addressed by Articles IV and X11 of the Principles, In political

terms, the challenge of the relationship between sensed and sensing states is to reconcile the interests

of economically and technologically advantaged and disadvantaged states, In legal terms, the chal-

lenge of the relationship is to provide governing standards for a whole activity with integral components

occurring in legal regimes framed by different organizing principles. Sovereignty-the primary organiz-

ing principle on Earth—is prohibited in space. Articles IV and X11 stress both the nonexclusive right to

use and explore space as well as respect for sovereignty of states over their own wealth and natural

resources.

Article IV sets a legal standard for behavior among sensed and sensing states and Article Xll is a

dissemination statute. Together, they provide a fluid legal regime for national remote sensing systems

and activities that obliges sensing states to avoid harm to sensed states and to provide them with ac-

cess to primary data and processed data concerning their own territory on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Analyzed information available to sensing states is also to be available to the sensed states on the

same basis and terms. In turn, sensed states are to meet reasonable cost terms and do not have ac-

cess to analyzed information legally unavailable to the sensed states, for example, proprietary informa-

tion.

The legal literature contains an ongoing debate as to whether the Principles add substantive value to

the body of remote sensing law. One view points to the reiteration of Outer Space Treaty and Registra-

tion Convention provisions to demonstrate that the Principles are ambiguous and repetitious. From

another view, it is pointed out that the Principles do contain new general principles, such as using re-

mote sensing data for the protection of humankind and the Earth environment, thus expanding the law.

From either perspective, the fact remains that the United Nations Principles Relating to Remote Sensing

of the Earth from Space was the first major resolution to emerge from COPOUS  in over a decade and

represents persuasive authority that provides a foundation for the continued evolution of international

remote sensing law.

SOURCE Joanne Gabrynowlcz, 1994
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The Land Remote Sensing Policy Act of 1992 (Policy Act) has implications for international remote

sensing activties because it sets regulations that can clarify the 1987 U.N. Principles Relating to Re-

mote Sensing of the Earth from Space (Principles), As a major remote sensing nation, the domestic

Iegislation of the United States has persuasive authority for the development of international remote

sensing law, similar to the way that practices of strong maritime nations influenced the development of

International Maritime law The Policy Act addresses some issues left ambiguous by the Principles

Among them are protecting the Earth’s environment through remote sensing, the role of the private sec-

tor in carrying out the Principles,  and providing remote sensing assistance to developing nations

Protecting the Earth’s environment through remote sensing

A driving force behind the repeal of the Land Remote Sensing Commercialization Act of 1984 (Land-

sat Act) was its lack of attention to the environmental value of remote sensing Replacing the Landsat

Act with a law that focuses on the environmental value of remote sensing conforms with the Principles’

positive duty that sensing states avoid harm to the Earth’s natural environment.

Private sector obligations and the U.N. Principles
Prior to the Policy Act, U.S. officials took the position that Principle Xll, the dissemination statute,

applied only to data from states, leaving open the obligation of a private entity under national jursdic-

tion to make data available Now, timely access by an sensed state to at least one Principle Xll data

category produced by the private sector—primary data—is required by the Policy Act Whereas the

Landsat Act did not impose a time constraint on the operator as did the Principles, the Policy Act’s

licensing conditions do correspond to the Princple's time constraints by requiring that access occur as

soon as data are available

The Policy Act also may require private operators, on a case-by-case basis, to make unenhanced

data available on terms similar to that applied to the Landsat system or other government systems the

value placed by the Policy Act on promoting widespread access to U.S. and foreign remote sensing

data This, in turn, would allow the application of equitable principles to situations like protecting the

Earth’ environment, protecting humanity from natural disasters, and meeting the needs of the develop-

ing nations—all of which are contained in the Principles.

The Policy Act and developing nations
Landsat management responsibilities Include ensuring system operation IS responsive to the broad

Interests of foreign users Landsat 7 data policy requires timely and dependable delivery of unen-

hanced data to foreign users. Federal agencies, particularly NASA, DOD, and the Departments of Agri-

culture and Interior have mandates to continue remote sensing research and development, which can

extend to cooperation with foreign governments and International organizations. This authority can be

exercised to develop the nature and extent of the obligations contained in the Principles,  which include

promoting International cooperation, creating opportunities for inteternational participation establishing

and operating facilities for data collection, storage, and processing. promoting regional agreements,

and providing technical assistance to states and the U N

Particular consideration of the needs of the developing nations, as required by Principle Xll, IS spe-

cifically authorized for U S government agencies, which the Policy Act encourages to provide remote

sensing data, technology, and training to developing nations Agencies are also authorized to utilize

excess government civilian remote sensing capabilities to carry out their missions which gives them

access to technology that could provivide necessary infrastructure for Internationnal ald programs

SOURCE Joanne Gabrynowlcz 1994
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ing, and disseminating meteorological data from
satellites and other sources. WWW is the principal
activity of the World Meteorological Organiza-
tion (WMO), which also hosts satellite activities
that involve both satellite operators and data users
and aim to maximize the utilization of meteoro-
logical data from satellites. The Coordination
Group for Meteorological Satellites (CGMS)23

was established to coordinate technical standards
among satellite operators.

A broader forum for international cooperation
in remote sensing emerged in 1984, with the
formation of the Committee on Earth Observation
Satellites (CEOS). CEOS (figure 5-2) provides an
informal and voluntary forum for discussing in-
ternational issues remote sensing (box 5-5). The
Earth Observation International Coordination
Working Group (EO-ICWG) grew out of the in-
ternational space station program and aims to
coordinate selected remote sensing programs of
the United States, Europe, Canada, and Japan into
an International Earth Observing System (IEOS)
(box 5-6).

Each of these organizations has important
strengths. The WMO involves both users and sup-
pliers of data who share a common interest in im-
proving the effectiveness of operational meteorol-
ogy. CEOS benefits from its informal, voluntary
nature: participants share a commitment to coop-
eration and CEOS allows a substantial degree of
flexibility. In dealing directly with operational
matters, EO-ICWG provides a natural forum for
coordinating ground data systems among the
main remote sensing agencies.

These organizations have made substantial
progress in promoting international exchanges of
remotely sensed data through the harmonization
of data policies and data systems. They have pro-
vided a forum that U.S. agencies have used to
press for more open data access policies, but im-
portant obstacles remain. Some countries have

been reluctant to accept the U.S. position. Wheth-
er these international organizations can reach
a working consensus on data exchange policies
will have a major bearing on the ability of in-
ternational cooperation to improve the effec-
tiveness and reduce the cost of remote sensing
programs.

OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
APPLICATIONS
Weather forecasting is by far the largest operation-
al application of remote sensing, both in terms of
the scale of public investment and the level of in-
ternational cooperation. Earth observing satellites
also have begun to play a significant role in ocean
monitoring, but apart from ocean meteorology
most of these applications are experimental in na-
ture. A number of operational uses exist or have
been proposed for terrestrial data, including crop
forecasting, forestry, and land use monitoring (ap-
pendix B).

As discussed below, operational applications
have much in common with scientific monitoring
of the environment,24 but there are also substan-
tial differences, as illustrated by the difference be-
tween weather forecasting and climate monitor-
ing. What distinguishes operational applications
of remote sensing is the use of the data to support
timely decision-making, either in response to en-
vironmental changes or for the management of
natural resources.

The exchange of data for operational purposes
requires international data systems for timely data
collection, transmission, processing, and dissem-
ination. These systems necessarily involve shar-
ing the burden of data collection and communica-
tion, and they also benefit from a division of labor
in data processing; current limits on data commu-
nications and processing capabilities dictate that
much of the raw data must be processed into a

23CGMS  was founded in 1972 as the Coordination of Geosynchronous Meteorological Sate] llteS grOUp.

24See  box 5-9 and U.S. Congress Off’ce  of Technology Assessment, Global Change  Research and NASA’s .Earlh Obser\ing  System, OTA-
BP-lSC-122 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, November 1993), pp. 34-36.
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SOURCE Committee on Earth Observations Satellites 1994

more usable form before it can be shared on an in-
ternational network.

The establishment of operational data networks
involves some technical issues of compatibility
and capability, but these issues are less important
than the establishment of an institutional commit-
ment to data exchange. Of the three primary op-
erational domains, meteorology, ocean monitor-
ing, and terrestrial monitoring, meteorology has
by far the most extensive activities and the most
established mechanisms for international data ex-
change. Although many of the issues apply gener-
ally, this section focuses on weather forecasting,
which has both the strongest need and the best es-

tablished mechanisms for international data ex-
change. The final  report in this assessment dis-
cusses operational activities in ocean and
terrestrial monitoring.

WEATHER FORECASTING
Modem computer models for weather forecasting
require high-quality data from a variety of
sources. Instruments based on land, at sea, and in
the atmosphere provide the most detailed in-
formation, but often have limited scope. Satellite
data and images are essential in providing broad
coverage to fill in the gaps between in situ mea-
surements. 25 Furthermore, weather is a global

25 For a description of current weather satellite programs, see ch. 3 of The Future of Remote Sensing from  Space.
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The Committee on Earth Observation Satellites was established in 1984 as an outgrowth of a summit

of the Group of Seven, ’ and provides a forum for voluntary cooperation among its 19 members, five

observers, and nine affiliates. The members and observers are national and regional agencies involved

in remote sensing, and the affiliates are international organizations of data users (table 5-1 ). CEOS has

come to play a critical role in developing an international consensus on policy related to remote sens-

ing,

Most CEOS activities take place through established working groups and their subgroups, with ma-

jor decisions ratified in regular and ad hoc Plenary Meetings. All CEOS working groups have responsi-

bility for data issues. The Working Group on Calibration and Validation deals with the calibration of sen-

sors to insure a consistent relationship between sensor readings and the physical quantities being

measured, The Working Group on Data deals with ground networks, data catalogs, data formats, and

coordination of specific cooperative projects. At its seventh Plenary Meeting in November 1993, CEOS

agreed to establish an ad hoc Working Group on Networks to facilitate the coordination and integration

of data networks. CEOS has held several ad hoc plenary-level meetings on data policy.

CEOS distinguishes among four types of data use:

● scientific research on global environmental change;

● operational uses for the public benefit, including environmental monitoring,

● other research; and

■ other uses, including commercial use,

Of these, CEOS has focused mainly on global change research. The Sixth CEOS Plenary Meeting in

December 1992 adopted a revised Resolution on Satellite Data Exchange Principles in Support of

Global Change Research,2 Although these principles call for data to be made available to global

change researchers at the cost of filling the request, they reflect a clear tension between this goal and

the desire to recover costs through the sale of data. An ad hoc CEOS data policy meeting in April 1994

developed tentative data principles in support of the operational use of satellite data for the public

benefit,

CEOS also provides a forum for CEOS affiliates-international organizations of users of remotely

sensed data—to discuss their needs with the agencies that collect those data. These affiliates include

organizations devoted to global change research and to operational environmental monitoring Discus-

sions between CEOS members and affiliates have influenced the implementation of CEOS data policies

for global change research and led to the preparation of an Affiliates Dossier describing the data needs

of the affiliates, the counterpart to the CEOS Dossier, which describes the remote sensing systems of

CEOS members.

(continued)

1 The Group of Seven consists of the United States, Canada, Japan, France, Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom
2 See the Minutes of the Sixth CEOS Plenary Meeting, available from the CEOS secretariat through ESA, NASA, and NASDA

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994,
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TABLE 5-1: Participants in CEOS

Members
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

Canadian Space Agency (CSA)

European Space Agency (ESA)

European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (Eumetsat)

Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES)/France

British National Space Centre (BNSC)

Deutsche Agentur fur Raumfahrtangelegenhelt (DARA)/Germany

Agenzia Spaziale Italiano (ASl)/ltaly

Swedish National Space Board (SNSB)

Science and Technology Agency (STA)/Japan

Russian Space Agency (RSA)

Russian Committee for Hydro- meteorology and Environment Monitoring (Roskomgidromet)

National Space Agency of Ukraine

Chinese Academy of Space Technology (CAST)

National Remote Sensing Centre of China (NRSCC)

Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO)

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)/ Australia

Instituto Nacional de Pesequias Espaciais (lNPE)/Brazil

Observers
Norwegian Space Centre (NSC)

Belgian Office of Science and Technology (BOST)

Commision of the European Community (CEC)

Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS)

Crown Research Institute (CRl)/New Zealand

Affiliates
International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU)

International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP)

World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)

Global Climate Observing System (GCOS)

Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS)

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC)

World Meteorological Organisation (WMO)

Food and Agriculture Organisahon (FAO)

SOURCE Committee on Earth Observations Satellites, 1994
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The Earth Observation International Coordination Working Group was established to coordinate the

remote sensing activities associated with the international space station program. Now independent of

the space station program, EO-ICWG aims to coordinate a selected set (table 5-2) of programs of the

United States, Europe, Canada, and Japan into an International Earth Observing System (IEOS). The

current focus of EO-ICWG is to develop an IEOS Implementation Plan to make the IEOS missions as

effective as possible, Including coordination of payloads, interoperability of ground systems, and har-

monization of operations.

TABLE 5-2: Members of EO-ICWG and IEOS

Country/ region Agencies Satellites

United States NASA EOS-AM, EOS-PM, EOS-Chem,
EOS-Alt, EOS-Aero

NOAA POES

Europe ESA Envisat-1

Eumetsat

Japan NASDA ADEOS

JEA, JMA, MITI

Canada CSA Contributor to Envisat-1

Japan/US NASA/NASDA TRMM

SOURCE National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1994.

EO-ICWG is developing a set of IEOS Data Exchange Principles. Like CEOS, these principles distin-

guish between four types of data use, although the categories are slightly different

■ scientific research, including global change research,

■ noncommercial operational uses for the public benefit, including environmental monitoring and

meteorology,

■ applied research and development of new applications of remote sensing; and

■ other uses, including commercial uses.

The current draft of the IEOS Data Exchange Principles states that “all IEOS data will be available for

peaceful purposes to all users on a non-discriminatory basis and in a timely manner,” and that data will

be available for non-commercial uses at no more than the cost of reproduction, So far, however, Europe

has committed to include only one of its planned polar platforms—Envisat-l —in IEOS to be subject to

these rules, although other platforms may be incorporated later.

Unlike CEOS, EO-ICWG deals directly with operational matters. The IEOS Implementation Plan is

expected to address a wide range of data issues, including access, formats and standards, archives,

networks, catalogs, and user services. Current plans do not yet amount to an IEOS Data and informa-

tion System comparable to NASA’s EOSDIS, although they represent a major step in  that direction.

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994
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phenomenon —the weather in one location is in-
fluenced by conditions around the globe, Long-
range forecasting, in particular, requires systemat-
ic monitoring of weather in distant locations with
both space-based and in situ measurements.
Therefore, effective weather forecasting requires
international cooperation in data collection and
benefits greatly from a formalized division of la-
bor in data processing and dissemination. In-
ternational data exchanges are essential to
maintain and improve the quality of weather
forecasts.

A number of international organizations have
arisen to meet the need for international coopera-
tion in weather forecasting and meteorological
data exchange. Foremost among these is the
World Meteorological Organization and its opera-
tional program, the World Weather Watch. The
WMO has limited resources of its own, and relies
on the voluntary cooperation through the national
weather services of member countries to carry out
its agreed programs.

The WMO provides a forum for both satellite
operators and users of satellite data to coordinate
operational weather satellite programs. These ac-
tivities have the principal objectives of improv ing
the standardization of satellite instruments and
measurements, ensuring continuity of satellite
measurements, and promoting the more effective
use of these data by WMO members. WMO for-
malized these actions in 1993 by forming the
Working Group on Satellites within the WMO
Commission on Basic Systems.

For the most part, the operational World Weath-
er Watch program (box 5-7) has been effective at
making meteorological data available for weather
forecasting around the world, but the program also
manifests some weaknesses, especially in collect-
ing in situ data. High-quality surface data are
scarce for the oceans, deserts, and tropical re-
gions. With current computer models for weather

forecasting, the ability to make long-range fore-
casts is limited by the quality and coverage of
available data, not computing power. WWW
long-term plans have consistently called for an ex-
pansion of these surface-based observations, but
these plans frequently go unrealized because they
rely on voluntary commitments from countries.
Some developing countries have reduced their
provision of weather station data, which they see
as providing the greatest benefit to developed
countries, and developed countries generally do
not provide the financial support necessary to op-
erate these stations.26 To improve the quality of
data for long-range weather forecasting as well
as climate monitoring, Congress may wish to
boost the priority of technical assistance on
weather monitoring and forecasting in bilater-
al and multilateral foreign aid programs. Even
with improved satellite instruments, in situ ob-
servations will still be necessary both to comple-
ment and to calibrate and validate satellite data.27

Several other international coordinating
groups deal specifically with meteorological sat-
ellites, The Coordination of Geosynchronous Me-
teorological Satellites (CGMS) group was
founded in 1972 as a forum for technical discus-
sions to promote common operating procedures
and standards among the operators of meteorolog-
ical satellites, in part for the joint WMO/ICSU
Global Atmospheric Research Programme, com-
plementing the activities of the WMO.

The International Polar Orbiting Meteorologi-
cal Satellite group (IPOMS) was established in
1984 primarily to promote a more equitable shar-
ing of the burden of maintaining polar orbiting
meteorological satellites. NOAA’s polar satellites
have long been the principal source of Automated
Picture Transmission (APT) imagery for users
around the world,28 and the sole source of higher
quality High Resolution Picture Transmission
(HRPT) data. Both types of data are broadcast and

26’IIw section below on Remote Sensing and International Development discusses several related issues.

27For example, of atmospheric chemistry, temperature, pressure, and wind speed.

28The  Russian Meteor satellites also broadcast images in APT format.
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The World Weather Watch (WWW) was established in 1963 as the operational weather information

system of the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO), affiliated with the United Nations. WMO itself

grew out of the data exchanges of the International Meteorological Organisation, founded in the late

19th century The purpose of W is to provide national and regional weather services with timely ac-

cess to meteorological data and forecasts. W has since become the principal activity of WMO, and

remains the only worldwide program for international cooperation on operational meteorological data

and information.

W has three main functional elements: the Global Observing System (GOS), the Global Data-Pro-

cessing System (GDPS), and the Global Telecommunications System (GTS). The Global Observing Sys-

tem consists of weather satellites and their associated ground stations, aircraft, and surface-based ob-

serving stations on land and at sea. This collection of meteorological instruments provides fairly

complete weather data across the temperate latitudes, but has significant gaps over the oceans and in

the tropics. The quality of surface-based observations also varies substantially from region to region.

The Global Data Processing System includes an array of global, regional, and specialized forecast

centers. Three World Meteorological Centres—in Washington, Moscow, and Melbourne-provide world-

wide weather forecasts on a global scale. An additional 29 Regional and Specialized Meteorological

Centres provide more detailed forecasts for specialized purposes; three of these centers are devoted to

forecasting tropical cyclones as part of the Tropical Cyclone Programme. These centers use meteoro-

logical data and models to develop weather forecasts, which they provide to participating National Me-

teorological Centres. The forecasts vary from regional to global in scope, and cover a range of time

scales from a few days to over a week, with increasing emphasis on short-term warning of severe

storms and long-term projections.

The Global Telecommunication System is a communications network for transmitting meteorological

data collected by the Global Observation System and forecast information produced by the Global

Data Processing System. The Main Telecommunication Network links the three World Meteorological

Centres and 15 Regional Telecommunication Hubs on six continents, which then provide links to region-

al and national telecommunication networks. The maximum GTS data rate is currently 64 kbps, which is

inadequate for the routine transfer of satellite imagery, but satellite data within any region are available

directly from the satellites.1 GTS is used mostly for transmitting ground station data, atmospheric sound-

ings, and weather forecast data products. The NOAA polar orbiters provide more limited global cover-

age by collecting sounding data2 and storing them for later transmission to the ground. On the so-

called “blind” orbits, these satellites do not pass over the United States, and the data are transmitted to

the ground station in Lannion, France, which relays them to the United States. Current limitations on

connectivity and data rates restrict the availability of surface weather data and access to useful forecast

reformation in certain regions, particularly the tropics.

1 There some exceptions to this rule India does not make cloud cover data available directly from Insat, but does provide derwed

cloud-motlonwmd  vector data to W Eumetsat IS developing plans to encrypt Meteosat data, but will continue to make basic data
available on GTS.

2 These infrared and microwave soundmgsare converted mtotemperature and moisture profiles m thearcolumn  along the satel-

I!te ground track

(continued)
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W also encompasses a number of planning, support, and other specialized functions, The Com-

mittee on Data Management works to improve the integration and utilization of the elements of the

W system GOS, GDPS, and GTS The Instruments and Methods of Observation Programme at-

tempts to improve the quality and standardization primarily of surface-based meteorological observa-

tions System Support Activities provide technical support, advice, and training especially to develop-

ing countries

W’s Tropical Cyclone Programme provides information about hurricanes, typhoons, and other

tropical storms in order to minimize loss of life from these severe storms. Because they are large and

slow-moving, tropical storms are particularly amenable to a coordinated international response. The

Tropical Cyclone Programme integrates the forecasting of tropical storms with flood prediction as well

as disaster prevention and preparedness measures

Weather iS a global phenomenon, and W provides an essential service in planning and coordi-

nating the collection, processing, and transmission of meteorological data and Information The World

Meteorological Congress meets every four years to develop and revise its long-term plans, To a lesser

extent, W also provides a vehicle for assisting developing countries in establishing modern weather

forecast services, However, the Implementation of W plans occurs through the Voluntary Coopera-

tion Programme and depends on the willingness of WMO members and international development or-

ganizations to provide technical and financial assistance.

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994

freely available to anyone with the appropriate re-
ceiving equipment. IPOMS was disbanded in
1993, its principal mission accomplished with the
commitment by Eumetsat to deploy its own polar
platform, Metop, which would take over the mis-
sion currently filled by NOAA’s POES-AM plat-
form. 29

CEOS and EO-ICWG also deal with operation-
al meteorological satellites in a broader context
that includes their capacity to provide meteoro-
logical data for nonmeteorological purposes such
as global change research, as well as the ability of
other satellites to provide data that are useful for
meteorology.

The European organization Eumetsat repre-
sents a significant step beyond voluntary coopera-
tion and coordination to a regional intergovern-
mental consortium with shared budgetary respon-

sibility based on a fixed percentage of gross do-
mestic product. Eumetsat was established through
a formal intergovernmental convention in 1986 to
provide an institutional mechanism for aggregat-
ing national resources within Europe to support a
weather satellite program, and specifically to sup-
port the operation of the geostationary Meteosat
satellites and their data systems (box 5-8). Eumet-
sat and the European Space Agency have a rela-
tionship similar to that between NASA and
NOAA in the United States—ESA develops, pro-
cures, and launches satellites and Eumetsat has
overall operational responsibility—although Eu-
metsat has a narrower charter than NOAA. The
national weather services of Eumetsat member
countries share the responsibility for collecting
data from surface stations and other instruments,
and for weather forecasting.

29 Metop  is a c(xyxrative effort involving NOAA, ESA, and the national  space agencies of France, Italy, and Canada as well as Eurmxsat.
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The European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (Eumetsat) grew out of

satellite programs of ESA and its predecessor, the European Space Research Organisation (ESRO).
ESA launched the first two experimental satellites in the Meteosat series in 1977 and 1981. The national
weather services of Europe established Eumetsat in 1986 in order to continue this program, and Eumet-

sat now serves as the responsible agency for the Meteosat Operational Programme (MOP). Eumetsat
has since grown to 17 members and taken on an increasingly important role in data transmission, data

processing, and nonsatellite observations, i Eumetsat is also developing the polar platform Metop for

launch in the year 2000, and is negotiating with ESA and NOAA over the provision of instruments for

this satellite.

Eumetsat headquarters are located in Darmstadt, Germany, which also hosts ESA’S European Space

Operations Centre (ESOC). Many of the ground segment functions of Eumetsat are currently performed
at ESOC, including satellite operations and control, data downlinks, data processing, and data archiv-
ing, but Eumetsat is building its own operations center in Darmstadt and plans to take over satellite and

data operations in 1995. Raw Meteosat data are preprocessed for radiometric calibration, geographic

referencing, and quality control before being distributed by satellite relay through Meteosat. These data

are available in full digital form to Primary Data User Stations (PDUS) and in reduced analog form to

Secondary Data User Systems (SDUS). As of 1990, there were 119 PDUS in 25 countries and 1,127

SDUS in more than 75 countries, mostly in Europe and Africa.

Eumetsat also collects data from other sources, including satellite data from the U.S. GOES-East2

and polar NOAA  satellites, and in situ data from Eumetsat’s Data Collection System. This system con-

sists of an array of automated data collection platforms on land, at sea, and onboard commercial air-

craft, which relay data to ground stations through Meteosat transponders.

Eumetsat maintains a complete digital archive of Meteosat images at ESOC, dating back to the first

Meteosat data collected in 1979. Currently, responsibility for these archives is transferred to ESA after

five months, but Eumetsat intends to take over permanent responsibility for these archives when it as-

sumes responsibility for Meteosat operations.

1 Seethe Eumetsat  brochure EUMETSAT The European Organisation for Metwm/~ica/ Ute//ltes (Darmstadt,  Germany: Eumet-
sat, 1992) As of May 1994, the members of Eumetsat  are Austria, Belglum, Bntam, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and Turkey

P When a launch fal[ure and delays m the GOES-Next program left the United States with a Single Operallonal geosynchronous

meteorological satellite, Eumetsat reactwated Meteosat 3 m 1991 and made It available to the United States m place of GOES-East

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994.

OPERATIONAL DATA EXCHANGE ISSUES and what price should they pay. These questions

Operational monitoring poses two principal is- apply both to commercial users and to the use of

sues regarding access to data and information: data by other government agencies. The United

who should receive the data on an operational ba- States has followed the tradition of placing opera-

sis—soon enough to support operational use— tional data into the public domain, allowing unre-
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so This policy  is basedstricted access for all users.
on the theory that the government must provide
these data for its own use, and serving additional
users does not add significantly to overall system
costs. The United States receives essential foreign
data in return. To the extent that data exchanges
can reduce costs for each participating agency,
such exchanges provide one mechanism for shar-
ing costs internationally.

Others agencies, particularly in Europe, argue
that an equitable sharing of costs requires that the
agencies using the data bear some of those costs.
For example, Britain’s Meteorological Office
charges the Civil Aviation Authority and the De-
partment of the Environment for the use of weath-
er and climate data, and Canada plans to recoup
some of the costs of operating Radarsat through
commercial data sales to foreign agencies. Such
policies on data pricing can provide a formal
mechanism for sharing the burden of remote sens-
ing systems. This approach might lead to a fairer
distribution of costs in the long run, but it could
also make data exchanges more difficult and un-
dermine established exchange mechanisms that
rely on less formal notions of reciprocity.

European agencies argue that requiring data us-
ers to pay a substantial share of system costs re-
sults in a more rational allocation of costs. They
also argue that it gives data users—most of whom
are value-added service providers—greater influ-
ence over the evolution of remote sensing pro-
grams and moves closer to the goal of user-oper-
ated remote sensing programs. This argument
raises the question of how mature these remote

sensing applications are and what price to charge
to give users leverage without stifling develop-
ment of new applications.

A second concern in data exchange policy
stems from differences over the proper boundaries
between public and private sector activities:
which services provide a broad enough public
benefit that they should be undertaken in the pub-
lic sector, and which provide such narrow benefits
that the costs should fall more narrowly on those
who use them. The U.S. government makes raw
data and general forecast information freely avail-
able but leaves it to others to provide more special-
ized services. Many weather services in Europe
are under pressure to generate revenues and recov-
er operating costs through value-added services.
For example, the British Meteorological Office
charges oil companies for forecasts essential to the
operation of drilling platforms in the North Sea. 31

Eumetsat has announced its plans to use en-
cryption to restrict the availability of Meteosat
data beginning in 1994. This move serves at least
two purposes: encouraging nonmember countries
in Europe to join Eumetsat and contribute to pay-
ing its system costs

32 and protecting European na-
tional weather services from potential commercial
competitors. These restrictions should increase
the ability of Europe national weather services to
recover some of their operating costs. 33 Initially,
Eumetsat will make all data available to NOAA
and weather services outside western Europe that
now receive them, but will impose some restric-
tions on access by third parties. For example,
NOAA would not redistribute Meteosat data to

3~1 S ~)]lcy  does not apply  tO data  fr(ml the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP),  which are broadcast in encrypted ft~rm.

Low-resolution  data and up to 30 percent of high-resolution data are stored and transmitted to DMSP ground stations, from which they are
avai lablc to iNOAA  and the Department of Defense. A limited set of DMSP data—the temperature and moisture soundings-are made available
operationally through the WWW, but with delays and potential restrictions that may make them unsuitable for operational use. All DMSP data
arc unclassified and are being archived at the National Geophysical Data Center in Boulder, Colorad{).

~ I With these and other ac[lvl[les,  the Brj[i~h Metef)rfl]ogica]  Office was able t{) recover 36 percent of its operating costs in 1992 through

interagency transfers and commercial sales. C(mm~crcial  sales ahme acctwnted for 11 percent of ~~perating  costs.

3~Austrla  jt~ined  Eumetsat  in December 1993  for this reason.

~~~ere  has ~en \onle debate in Europe  ~tween  tht)se who worry  that g(wemrnents  will use their contmt over nleteOri)l(~gical data to gain

an unfair advantage over private companies and those who worry that free access to data will give private c(m~panies-which  do nt~t have t{)
bear the ct~sts  of data c(dlection systems-an unfair advantage over government agencies.
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companies that provide aviation weather forecasts
in Europe.

34 Eumetsat plans to continue to make

basic meteorological data and products available
through direct broadcast and the World Weather
Watch,35 and will continue its bilateral relation-
ship with NOAA for the full exchange of more de-
tailed operational data.

The United States is likely to retain free access
to data from foreign weather satellites, in part be-
cause it will remain a leading provider of satellite
weather data, and in part because meteorological
data exchange is essential to all countries. Other
countries would probably continue to provide data
on the basis of reciprocal exchanges, although
possible restrictions on data access by third parties
could complicate U.S. data management. NOAA
is also negotiating with Eumetsat over the pos-
sible provision of instruments for Europe’s Metop
polar satellite, insisting that data from U.S. instru-
ments be broadcast unencrypted for all users.
These negotiations provide added leverage for in-
fluencing Eumetsat data policies.

Other countries have chosen to restrict data for
a variety of reasons. Most notably, India does not
make available any images of its territory, includ-
ing cloud imagery from Insat, although it does
provide the WWW with wind vector data derived
from these images.

In the future, governments may choose to pur-
chase data for operational purposes from commer-
cial satellite operators. The relationship between
NASA and Orbital Sciences in developing the
SeaWiFS  system provides an example of how this
might occur (box 4-2). However, commercial data
access policies can conflict with the need for in-

ternational data exchanges, and government agen-
cies will have to exercise care if they are to ensure
that commercial data purchases do not undermine
international cooperation in the operational use of
those data. A related issue arose in the early 1980s
when the Reagan Administration attempted to pri-
vatize U.S. weather satellites. Congress decided
that the provision of weather data should remain a
government activity, and included provisions in
the Land Remote Sensing Commercialization Act
of 198436 and again in the Land Remote Sensing
PolicyAct  of 1992, forbidding the transfer of these
functions to the private sector.

The proposed convergence of U.S. civilian and
military weather satellite programs raises several
issues relevant to the international exchange of
weather satellite data. The National Performance
Review led by Vice President Gore proposed con-
solidating the DMSP and NOAA weather satellite
systems, 37 and President Clinton recently di-
rected NOAA, DoD, and NASA to implement the
convergence of NOAA, DMSP, and relevant
NASA satellite programs.

38 T h e s e  proposals  r a i s e

the issues of access to data currently supplied by
DMSP satellites and the reliance of the Depart-
ment of Defense on foreign meteorological data
sources. These issues and convergence in general
are treated in the final report in this assessment.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ON
GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH
Space agencies around the world have made major
commitments to remote sensing systems to im-
prove understanding of changes in the global en-

34Any ~ompay  ~rovlding  C[)mmerclal semlces in Europe  would  have to pay for the use of this key or purchase decrypted data from nati(Jn-

al weather services in Europe.

JSThe VJMO ch~er  calls f~~r tie exchange of “basic meteorological data and products.”

J6~b11c  Law 98.365 (98 STAT. 45]), ] 5USC 429] : “Neither  the president nor any other  official  Of the Government shall  make any effort  to
lease, sell, or transfer t[l the priva[e sector, cwnmercial]ze,  or in any way dismantle any pmim of the weather satellite systems operated  by the
Department Of COmmerce or any successor agency.”

JTReconlnlenda(  ion” ~] z in Office of tie Vice president, From Red Tape  to Results.. Creafing  a Government that works  Berter ad COSls

Less, Report of  the National Per@mance  Re\’iew’, September 1993.

38~e White H(luse presidential  Decislt)n Directive/NSTC-2, convergence  of us. polar-orbiting  operational”  Environmental Satellites,

May 5, 1994.
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vironment. Individually, these agencies are taking
part in national and international programs of en-
vironmental research. Collectively, through
CEOS and EO-ICWG, they are coordinating their
remote sensing programs and implementing data
policies to support that research.39

I Scientific Programs
Established in 1990, the U.S. Global Change Re-
search Program (USGCRP)40 plays a leading role
in environmental research worldwide, with other
countries also making important contributions.
Because they can provide consistent measure-
ments with global scope, remote sensing satellites
are critical to obtaining the data needed for these
research programs. NASA’s Mission to Planet
Earth made up over 70 percent of the $1.446 bil-
lion appropriated for the USGCRP for fiscal year
1994.

These national research efforts are largely orga-
nized around the agendas of three major intern-
ational research programs (box 5-9): the World Cli-
mate Research Programme (WCRP), which
studies physical aspects of climate change; the In-
ternational Geosphere-Biosphere Programme
(IGBP), which studies biogeochemical aspects of
global change and their relationship with climate
change; and the Human Dimensions of Global En-
vironmental Change Programme (HDP), which
studies socioeconomic processes and their inter-
action with the global environment.

Although national governments take part in
these programs, the programs are planned and or-
ganized by international organizations—inter-
governmental agencies affiliated with the United
Nations and international organizations of scien-
tists. The International Council of Scientific

Unions (ICSU) is an organization of national
scientific academies around the world, with the
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) as the U.S.
member. Similarly, the Social Science Research
Council (SSRC) is the U.S. member of the In-
ternational Social Science Council (ISSC), which
is an organization of social science academies.
NAS, SSRC, and their international counterparts
have varying degrees of independence from and
influence over their respective national gover-
nments. The Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission, United Nations Environment Pro-
gramme, United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization, and World Meteoro-
logical Organization also help in planning these
international research efforts. Existing interna-
tional programs of global change research de-
pend almost entirely on informal mechanisms
to persuade national governments to support
research agendas developed by the interna-
tional scientific community. These mechanisms
include personal contacts with national gover-
nment agencies and participation in informal inter-
governmental coordinating bodies like CEOS and
the International Group of Funding Agencies for
Global Change Research (IGFA).

Data from various countries’ satellites and
from in situ measurements contribute to both pro-
cess-oriented research and long-term environ-
mental monitoring. Process-oriented research
aims to improve the understanding of the key en-
vironmental processes and develop improved
models of global change. Scientific monitoring of
the environment aims to develop systematic rec-
ords of critical environmental variables in order to
document the state and rate of change to compare
observations of the environment and with global

39 Con1nlittee  on Eaflh  observatifm  satellites, “The relevance of satellite missions to the study of the global  environment,’”  presented  at the

United Nations C(mference  on Environment and Development, Rio de Janeiro, June 1992. Chapter 3 discusses the more general aspects of data
management for global change research.

resee C{)nlnllttee  on ~~ ~d Environmental  Sciences, Our Chan,ging  Planet: The FY 1993 U.S. Globai  chan~e Refear~’h  Pro8ram*

(Washingt(m, DC: National Science Foundation, 1993) and U.S. C(mgress,  OffIce of Technology Assessment, Global  Change Research and

NASA’s Earth  Obser\’lng  Syslem,  OTA-B P- ISC- 122 (Washington, DC: Government  Printing Office, November 1993).
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A number of international research programs (table 5-3) have been established to improve our un-

derstanding of various aspects of change in the global environment. Despite their diverse agendas,

these programs share one remarkable feature: instead of national governments and their research pro-

grams, they involve an independent organization of natural and social scientists and international bod-

ies in the United Nations system. As such, these programs do not have the financial authority to spon-

sor research projects, but rely on their authority within the scientific community to convince national

governments to take part.

The oldest of these programs iS the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP), established by the

International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) in 1979. WCRP has since grown into a joint program

with the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World Meteorological Organisation

(WMO), which hosts the WCRP Secretariat, With its focus on understanding the physical aspects of

climate change, WCRP began with three main research projects. Tropical Ocean and Global Atmos-
(continued)

TABLE 5-3: International Global Change Research Programs

Acronym Name Description

UNEP

WMO

Ioc

Icsu

Issc

IGBP

WCRP

HDP

START

GCOS

GOOS

GTOS

GEMS

GRID

IGFA

United Nations Environment Programme

World Meteorological Organisation

Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission

International Council of Scientific Unions

International Social Science Council

International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme

World Climate Research Programme

Human Dimensions of Environmental Change
Program me

System for Research and Training

Global Climate Observing System

Global Ocean Observing System

Global Terrestrial Observing System

Global Environmental Monitoring System

Global Resource Information Database

International Group of Funding Agencies for
Global Change Research

The U.N. meteorological organization,

The U.N. oceanographic organization,
affiliated with UNESCO.

An international association of scientific
academies, The National Academy of
Sciences is the U.S. representative,

An international association of social sci-
ence organizations. The Social Science
Research Council is the U.S. representa-
tive.

The international global change research
program of ICSU.

A joint climate research program of IGBP
and WMO.

The global change research program of
ISSC.
A project of IGBP, WCRP, and HDP to pro-
mote global change research in the devel-
oping world.

A joint program of WMO, ICSU, IOC,
UNEP,

A joint program of IOC, ICSU, UNEP.

A proposed program of ISSU, IGBP, UNEP,

A program of UNEP,

A program of UNEP.

A forum for coordinating national and in-
ternational research programs,

SOURCE National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1994
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phere (TOGA), aimed at understanding the El Nino/Southern Oscillation phenomenon,1 the Global Ener-

gy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX), and the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) The

U S Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) explicitly supports U.S. participation in these in-

ternational projects 2 WCRP has since added three new projects, Climate Variability and Predictability

(CLIVAR), Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate (SPARC), and the Arctic Climate  Systems

Study (ACSYS), and is planning a fellow-on to TOGA

Recognizing that global change, including climate change, also depends on complex blologlcal,

geological, and chemical processes, ICSU established the International Geosphere-Biosphere Pro-

gramme (IGBP) in 1986 IGBP has five core projects now underway: International Global Atmospheric

Chemistry (lGAC), Global Change and Terrestrial Ecosystems (GCTE), Biospheric Aspects of the Hy-

drological Cycle (BAHC), the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS), and Past Global Changes

(PAGES) Two additional projects are currently under development Land-Ocean Interactions in the

Coastal Zone (LOICZ), and the Global Ocean Euphotic Zone Study (GOEZS), In addition to these em-

pirical research projects, IGBP supports three major cross-cutting activities the task force on Global

Analysis, Interpretation, and Modeling (GAIM), the System for Analysis, Research, and Training (START)

to promote global change research in developing countries, and the IGBP Data and Information System

(IGBP-DIS) 3

IGBP-DIS has three main foci The first of these iS the development of critical data sets. An example

is the global 1 -km resolution AVHRR data set proposed by IGBP-DIS to meet the need for systematic

records of land cover and land use This comprehensive proposal included a survey of existing ar-

chives of high-resoluhon AVHRR data, proposals for filling the gaps with additional ground stations (fig

5-1) and data exchange agreements, and for several additional data sets derived from the AVHRR

data,4 and was adopted as one of the Pathfinder data sets for EOSDIS.5

The second focus of IGBP-DIS iS to ensure the establishment of effective systems to manage the

data needed for IGBP’s core research projects This Involves defining the data management needs of

IGBP projects, developing data and operating standards that facilitate interoperability, and convincing

government agencies or research Institutes to act as hosts and commit themselves to maintaining the

needed data systems and standards

The third focus of IGBP-DIS iS to act as an International liaison with other organizations This in-

cludes coordination with other organizations revolved in global change research, as well as with orga-

nizations that collect the necessary data As part of this acstivity, IGBP-DIS represents IGBP as an affili-

ate to CEOS

(continued)

1 The El NIrio Southern Osclllallon IS a pertochc change m atmospheric clrculahonandocean  temperatures m the tropical southern

Paclflc Ocean and IS correlated with widespread changes m rainfall m other regions
2 National Science and Technology Council Committee on Environmental and Natural Resources Research, Our Changing P/an-

e[ the fiscal year 1995 U S Global Change Research Program 1994
3 See IGBP report No 12, The Mernahonal  Geosphere-B/osphere Progfamme A Study of G/oba/ Change The /n/t/a/ Core Pro/-

eels (Stockholm IGBP 1990) and Reducing UncerLwN/es (Stockholm IGBP, 1992)
4 See IGBP report No 20

5 See ch 3
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The International Social Science Council (ISSC) established the Human Dimensions of Global Envi-

ronmental Change Programme (HDP) in 1990 to improve understanding of the human environment and

the mutual influences between human activities and the natural environment. HDP involves a number of

research projects, including a joint project with IGBP on land use and land cover One major emphasis

of HDP is improving the quality and management of data, which often involves combining socio-eco-

nomic and environmental data, much of it obtained through remote sensing, using Geographic informa-

tion Systems (GIS). The HDP Data and Information System (HDP-DIS) is currently involved in a joint

project with the Consortium for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN) and its Socio-

economic Data and Applications Center (SEDAC) to develop an international data network for social

science workers.

WCRP, IGBP, and HDP are aimed at understanding the basic processes that underlie global environ-

mental change, like cloud formation, ocean circulation, and evapo-transpiration in plants, In addition to

research on these basic processes, it is also important to monitor the state of processes and related

environmental variables, both to develop a baseline understanding of the state of the global environ-

ment but also to detect and measure the scope of changes in that environment and to support the de-

velopment of more accurate and comprehensive theoretical models of Earth systems This need is the

main motivation behind the formation of a number of Global Observing Systems (table 5-3): the Global

Ocean Observing System (GOOS),6 the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS),7 and the proposed

Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS) 8 As with WCRP, IGBP, and HDP, these Global Observing

Systems rely on the voluntary cooperation of national governments. In one likely scenario they would

build on the operational monitoring programs of those governments For example, GCOS could collect

data from operational weather satellites and surface-based meteorological stations, with the relatively

modest additional investment required for Improving the quality of the data for scientific applications

and the maintenance of systematic archives, GTOS would probably have to be a significant exception

to this, in that few operational programs exist for monitoring terrestrial processes, In part, the GTOS

proposal aims to stimulate the establishment of such programs,

There is one intergovernmental organization that deals with the funding of global change research,

On the initiative of the FCCSET Committee on Earth and Environmental Sciences (CEES), the interna-

tional Group of Funding Agencies for global change research (IGFA) was established in 1990 as an

informal forum to exchange information on national research programs. IGFA has no formal intergovern-

mental mandate and no authority to determine overall budgets, but it offers the opportunity for coordi-

nating environmental research programs internationally and provides an intergovernmental base of sup-

port for national and international programs.

6 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admm@ration, Firsf Steps Toward a U S GOOS.  Rewrt o~a workshop  On U.S. co~W~u-

Oons  fo a Global Ocean Obserwg System, October 1992 (available from Joint Oceanographic Insfltutions, Inc , Washington, DC)
7 GCOS Joint Planning Off Ice,  c/o WMO, Case Postale 2300, ch- 1211, Geneva, Swkzerland
0 Towards a &OtM Terres[r’idobswvmg  System (G TOS) Detectmgandhlorvtoring Changem Terrestrial Ecosystems, O Wllllafn

Heal et a/, eds (Paris UNESCO, June 1993)
9 Generally, science quahtydata must be systematic and well -cahbrated, attributes that are not as important for operational use

Temperature measurements with an accuracy of one degree may be adequate foroperatlonal purposes, but not for detecting climate

changes of a few tenths of a degree

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994
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change models. An effective international re-
search program on global environmental
change requires a balance between process-
oriented research and long-term monitoring.41

Concerned over the need for a greater commit-
ment to long-term monitoring, the scientific com-
munity is developing plans for the Global Climate
Observing System (GCOS), the Global Ocean
Observing System (GOOS), and the proposed
Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS)
(box 5-9). Scientific monitoring has much in com-
mon with operational applications of remote sens-
ing; both require reliable and consistent data
streams. While operational applications place
heavy demands on the timely distribution of data,
scientific monitoring emphasizes high-quality
and consistent y calibrated data. As currently con-
ceived, GOOS and GTOS would combine opera-
tional and scientific monitoring functions.

Climate monitoring presents more complicated
choices. Marginal improvements in instrument
performance and data management for weather
satellites would meet many of the requirements of
climate monitoring.

42 But other variables, such as
atmospheric chemistry, aerosols, and radiation
balance, are less important for weather forecast-
ing. These could be measured with additional
instruments on weather satellites, or by develop-
ing separate, dedicated satellite systems. Further-
more, both operational and scientific monitoring
programs require high-quality in situ data from
around the world, with effective mechanisms for
international data exchange.

A central purpose of these research programs is
to inform and influence national policies and in-
ternational agreements on environmental man-

agement. The effective use of this knowledge re-
quires an institutional mechanism to assess the
state of understanding of environmental problems
and inform policy makers .43 The Intergovernme-
ntal Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) provides a
model for this process at the international level.
IPCC completed its first full assessment of the
state of the global climate in 1990, with an update
in 1992 and a full reassessment planned for 1995,
and has played a critical part in motivating and in-
forming the Intergovernmental Negotiating Com-
mittee in developing the Framework Convention
on Climate Change, which entered into force in
March 1994. The IPCC provides a model for the
scientific assessment of international environ-
mental problems that could be applied to other
issues currently under international discus-
sion, such as biodiversity, forest conservation,
and desertification.

As discussed in chapter 3, environmental re-
search and monitoring places heavy demands on
data management systems. These include the
large quantity of raw and processed data, the high
quality control standards in data processing, and
the need to maintain long-term records of environ-
mental change. Making the best use of improved
scientific models or data processing algorithms
could require the reprocessing of large quantities
of archived data.

Many countries have substantial archives of
Earth data, some of them from satell ites. These ar-
chives are of uneven quality.44 Some of these ar-
chives belong to the ICSU system of World Data
Centres (WDCS), established in 1957 to preserve
and exchange data from the joint research pro-

~~ See ~GBp ReP)~ 20 ]nllJr(j\,ed  G]oba]Da:afor~~A ppii(,ations: A Proposa]for  a Ne\~ High Resolution <;lob~] D(ll~ .S~I, Rrptu-1  1~~  Iht’

land  (’oi cr Workln,~ (;roup of IGBP-DIS  (Stockholm: IGBP, 1992) ft)r a discussion  t~f these [W(J Iypes of data use. See also, U.S. Ct~ngrcs\,
Ofiicc (lfTcchn{A)gy  Assessment, Global Change Research and NASA’s  Earlh Obser~ing S}srem, OTA-BP-lSC-1  22 (Washingt(m. DC: U.S.
Gt~\emnwnt  Printing Office, N(wenlber  1993) for a discussion of the need for greater attenti(m to n~(mitoring within the USGC’RP.

4ZAS  an cxan p] IC of thts synergy, Eurnetsat is moving toward incorporating scientific climate rmmit(wing  as part of its miss t(m.
4JsCC office ~)f Techno]{)gy  Assessment, Global  change  Respar[.h  and NASA’S  Ear[}l obsfr~,ln,q  .S?.$(enl,  pp. 6-7 and 43-45.

+!~c data “lay ~ stored  on ~x)r[y maintained media, nlay be recorded using obsolete formats and  technoh~gies,  and n~a~  ~’ caj lbratCd  In

und(wnwnttxl  ways, if at all. See ch, 2.
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grams of the International Geophysical Year. The
WDC system now consists of 44 centers in 11
countries (box 5-10), repositories of a wide vari-
ety of Earth science data that are made available
without restrictions at the lowest possible cost to
users. The WDC commitment to the free ex-
change of scientific data, which persisted through
many international crises, set an important prece-
dent that is reflected in U.S. policies (box 5-2) and
in those of the international remote sensing orga-
nizations such as CEOS and EO-ICWG.

The international scientific community has be-
come concerned over restrictions on access to
Earth data. In response to these concerns, ICSU
established an Ad Hoc Working Group on Data
Policy Issues. Its greatest concern is that commer-
cial and other restrictive policies for data access
could effectively put much essential data beyond
the reach of working scientists. For example, be-
cause of national cost recovery programs, several
countries have reduced their voluntary data sub-
missions to the WDC system.45  In order to obtain
data, scientists often have to agree not to redistrib-
ute it, which forces them to choose between their
contractual obligations and the normal scientific
process of data sharing. Second, scientists need
meteorological and other data sets of higher quali-
ty than now available from many sources. Finally,
scientists believe that countries need to make
greater investments in data management systems.
As noted in chapter 2, the technology is available
and growing cheaper, but the demands of data
management are also growing rapidly.

INTERNATIONAL COORDINATION OF
DATA POLICIES
The international organizations for cooperation in
remote sensing have made the coordination of
data policy for global change research a top prior-
ity. Both CEOS and EO-ICWG have agreed that

Earth science data should be made cheaply and
readily available for global change research (box
5-5 and box 5-6), and are taking actions to imple-
ment these agreements.

CEOS plays a unique role in providing a forum
for data users to discuss their requirements direct-
ly with the operators of Earth observing satellite
systems. This includes international scientific or-
ganizations, who are active as CEOS affiliates. As
part of a pilot project coordinated through CEOS
to make multispectral  land imagery available for
IGBP projects, NASA, CNES, and NASDA have
agreed to make data from Landsat, SPOT, and
MOS available at reduced cost to IGBP research-
ers. Many scientists who use remotely sensed
Earth data are hopeful that CEOS will be effective
as a forum for discussing the needs of scientists
and improving their access to remotely sensed
Earth data.

Data access depends as much on effective data
management systems as it does on formal poli-
cies. The U.S. government has recognized the
need for such systems and is attempting to meet
that need through the EOSDIS and GCDIS pro-
grams. ~ Other countries  have also recognized

this need, but are in earlier stages of developing
plans for data management systems.

Superilcial]y,  Europe’s Earthnet data manage-
ment system resembles NASA’s EOSDIS, with
Processing and Archive Facilities (PAFs) corre-
sponding to the U.S. Distributed Active Archive
Centers (DAACS), and the European Space Re-
search Institute (ESRIN) in the role of the EOS-
DIS Core System. In fact there are significant dif-
ferences. In Europe, research programs are
generally managed through research institutes
rather than through grants to individual investiga-
tors, and European data management plans reflect
this. The PAFs are located in research centers and
serve primarily to meet the needs of those centers.

45M< Chinnev  and S. Rutten~rg,  persona]  communications. Canada has stopped providing get)magnetic  ~ta, for example.

~Ch.  ~ descri~s  existing  U.S. data archives and discusses pl~s for EOSDIS ~d GCDIS.
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The International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU), whose members are scientific academies in

countries around the world, established the World Data Centre (WDC) system as a way to preserve data

collected as part of the International Geophysical Year (IGY) in 1957, and to enhance the sharing of

Earth science data more generally WDCS serve as international archives for the preservation and ex-

change of a variety of Earth science data

As of May 1994, there are 44 WDCs in 11 countries, grouped into five geographic areas. 1 Most

WDCS are located in National Data Centres (NDCs) established by host countries for their own pur-

poses The United States hosts 13 WDCS, operated by NOAA, NASA, USGS, DOE, and DOD (table
5-4) 2

TABLE 5-4: ICSU World Data Centres in the United States

U.S. National Data Center World Data Centre(s)

National Geophysical Data Center (Boulder, Colorado) Glaciology

Marine Geology and Geophysics

Solar-Terrestrial Physics

Solid Earth Geophysics

Paleoclimatology

National Climate Data Center (Asheville, North Carolina) Meteorology

National Oceanographic Data Center (Washington, DC) Oceanography

National Earth Information Center (Golden, Colorado) Seismology

U.S. Naval Observatory (Washington, DC) Rotation of the Earth

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Oak Ridge, Tennessee) Trace Gases

EROS Data Center (SiOUX Falls, South Dakota) Remotely Sensed Land Data

SOURCE National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1994.

(continued)

1 These regional groups are designated A, B, Cl, C2, and D WDC-A Includes 13 centers in the United States, WDC-B includes
four in Russia WDC-C1 includes in Europe, WDC-C2 includes eight in Japan and in  India, and WDC-D, established in 1988,
includes nine in China

2 See S Ruttenberg, ‘The ICSU World Data Centers, ” EOS Transactions, VOI 73, No 46, Nov. 17, 1992, pp 494-495

They are not well equipped to meet the needs of unclear what level of support these planned data
outside users or the demands of other data applica-
tions.

The main focus of ESA’S Earthnet data man-
agement system is managing SAR data from
ERS-1. This system overcame severe inadequa-
cies at its beginning, and still suffers from a lack of
standardization and interoperability among the
PAFs. Because of different data processing tech-
niques, data from different PAFs are dificult to
compare. ESA is in the preliminary stages of de-
veloping management plans for data from its
global change system, Envisat-1, and it remains

systems will receive and how effective y they w ill
serve outside users.

Japan’s principal data management center for
scientific users is NASDA’S Earth Observations
Center (EOC) in Tokyo. This center has principal
responsibility for managing SAR data from
JERS-1, but has experienced serious problems in
meeting the data requests of scientific users. Rec-
ognizing the need for improved data systems, Ja-
pan is planning an Earth Observation Information
System (EOIS), built around the EOC. This sys-
tem would include three main components, a Data
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The WDCS operate under a set of agreed international principles. These principles call for a WDC to

make data avaible to scientists in any country. A WDC should charge no more than the cost of filling

the data request, and WDCS generally share data among themselves on a reciprocal basis at no

charge. A country or institution hosting a WDC agrees to provide the resources needed to operate the

center on a long-term basis Most WDCS are now located in national data centers and serve as a liaison

to the international scientific community. In return, taking part in the WDC system makes it easier for

these national centers to gain access to international data. Very few NDCS existed when the WDC sys-

tem was established and the WDC system played an important role in catalyzing the formation of those

national centers Most scientists believe that the open exchange of data provides benefits that far out-

weigh the costs of maintaining a WDC,

From the beginning, WDCS have attempted to adopt the most modern practical data and information

technologies. WDC data are becomming increasingly available on electronic networks at high data rates

and on emerging media standards such as CD-ROM. In the past, the WDC system has devoted a major

effort to developing standardized data formats, but the development of more flexible software capable

of using data in a variety of formats has greatly reduced the need The challenge of providing efficient

methods for searching and browsing data may also be eased by increasing network capacity and the

emergence of network search software 3 These capabilities are only available to those with sufficient

computing and communications capabilities, which are not available in many parts of the world, espe-

cially in developing countries.

WDCS generally have limited resources and depend on their host institutions for these resources and

for the services they provide to data users This limits their ability to undertake initiatives of their own

They also depend for their data holdings on voluntary submissions, which are becoming less frequent

as a result of pressures to reduce costs by selling data commercially. The future of the WDC system

may depend on the reemergence of more open exchange of scientific data through such international

bodies as CEOS and IEOS

3 See ch 2

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment 1994.

Acquisition and Processing System, a Data Ana- ment systems. Discussions await the commitment
lyzing System, and a Data Managing and Dis-
tribution System, but the plans are still under de-
velopment and funding remains uncertain.

International efforts are under way to coordi-
nate these data management plans. At its seventh
Plenary meeting in November 1993, CEOS
created a working group on international data net-
works. EO-ICWG has begun to address the issue
of forming and coordinating IEOS data manage-

of resources and the development of a planning
process in other agencies participating in IEOS,
with a view toward forming an IEOS Data and In-
formation System, or IEOSDIS.

Some elements of an international data system
are essential for effective data exchange mecha-
nisms. First of all, the individual national data sys-
tems must have archives that provide adequate
quality control and standardization of data47 and

dTSee US.  congress, office Of Technology”  Assessment, Da[a Format Srandardsfor  Civilian Remote Sensing satellites, ~T’A-BP-lSC-  114

(Washington, DC: OfTice  of Technology Assessment, May 1993).
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readily usable systems for searching metadata
sets. Second, the various data management sys-
tems must be sufficiently compatible to operate
effectively together, allowing users of one system
to access data held by another in a relatively trans-

48 In practice, this could involveparent manner.
the routine exchange of metadata among desig-
nated archive centers. The CEOS International
Directory Network has links between Europe, Ja-
pan, and the U.S. Global Change Master Directo-
ry 49 at its core (fig. 5-3). Finally, the international
data system must have the capability to provide
data to users, either through electronic transmis-
sion or through the exchange of physical storage
media like magnetic tapes or CD-ROM.50

The simplest approach to international data
management is to build on national and re-
gional data systems and plans by establishing
basic requirements for compatibility and in-
teroperability. This approach has the advantage
of flexibility, allowing different agencies to meet
their various needs in the manner they deem ap-
propriate. In an era when information technology
is rapidly evolving, such flexibility is particularly
important. The principal disadvantage of this ap-
proach is that it makes it easier for some agencies
to give inadequate attention to data management
and create “weak links” in the international net-
work, with corresponding gaps in data availabil-
ity.

An alternative approach is for the interna-
tional community to collaborate on the defini-
tion and implementation of data management
requirements. EO-ICWG in particular could
consider this approach in developing plans for
IEOSDIS. This would allow for a greater degree
of harmonization and interoperability of systems,
but it could prove cumbersome and inflexible.

A complementary option would be to share
the burdens of data management systems and
pursue a division of labor and specialization in
data management as in satellite systems. The
European ground segment plans, for example,
rely heavily on indigenous European resources to
acquire data from Envisat- 1. This includes the use
of onboard data storage on satellites and data relay
satellites to transmit data directly to ground sta-
tions in Europe. An alternative would be to rely on
ground stations located in other countries to ac-
quire the data and use other communications links
to transmit the data to Europe if that is desired. So
far, the various national and regional agencies do
not appear to have given great attention to manag-
ing data from other agencies’ satellites or relying
on other countries for data acquisition.

REMOTE SENSING AND INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Social and economic conditions in many parts of
the world are poor and often stagnant or even dete-
riorating. Over the years concern has grown that
the mismanagement of natural resources and the
environment is contributing to these poor condi-
tions and vice versa. The United Nations Confer-
ence on Environment and Development
(UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro, in the summer of
1992, solidified international support for the con-
cept of sustainable development-economic de-
velopment that improves human conditions in the
short run while preserving environmental re-
sources to make those gains sustainable in the
long runs The United States and other industrial-
ized countries have established national and in-
ternational programs of financial and technical as-
sistance to developing countries, and have

@NASA and ESA are testing the intemperabili[y of NASA’s Information Management System (IMS) and ESA’S User Interface Terminal

(UIT), and NASA and NASDA are undertaking similar tests.
49 See ch. ~.
Sosee Ch.  3 for a discussion  of these requirements in the context of EOSDIS.

s I K. Dahle, “Envir(~nment,  develt~pment,  and belief Systems,” Fumres, December 1993, pp. 1070-1074.
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SOURCE Committee on Earth Observations Satellites, 1994

committed themselves to the principle of sustain- on the natural and human environments. The rea-
able development, although the degree of support sons for this include inefficent economic struc-
for its implementation remains to be seen. tures, rapid population growth, and a lack of

The concept of sustainable development is knowledge and capacity to implement more sus-
based on the view that current patterns of develop- tainable practices. Satellite remote sensing can
ment in many cases pose unsustainable burdens contribute to more sustainable development by
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providing some of the knowledge necessary for
a more efficient management of natural re-
sources. For example, satellites can: observe the
burning of forests and other biomass and the re-
sulting deforestation,52 can help monitor the
condition and vegetative cover of vulnerable arid
lands,53 and can support the monitoring of land
use, and of air and water quality.54

Developing countries often lack the capabil-
ity to make use of data from Earth observing
satellites for these or other purposes.ss This
shortage has many related aspects, and presents a
complicated challenge to those who seek to devel-
op this type of capability. First, many countries
lack the technical resources+ computers and
communications equipment—for data collection,
transmission, processing, and analysis. Second,
they face shortages of trained personnel who
know how to use such systems or even have the
necessary background to learn how to use them,
Finally, they often lack the public and private
institutions to make use of the information pro-
vided through remote sensing.

Financial and technical assistance from de-
veloped countries can help overcome these ob-
stacles, but the effective use of remotely sensed
data requires a comprehensive approach and a
long-term commitment from both donor and
recipient. This comprehensive approach would
have to include startup funding to develop the re-
quired data and information systems, as well as
sustained support for the supply of data and long-

term training in the use of these systems and
data. 56 Geographic Information Systems can
make these tasks much easier, but they cannot
eliminate the need for long-term follow up to sup-
port the initial investment. Another way to pro-
mote the development of related capacities is to
support the development of indigenous scientific
expertise in developing countries through pro-
grams like the START initiative (box 5-9). This
would allow those countries to develop an inde-
pendent understanding of their particular needs in
environmental research, monitoring, and resource
management, A variety of international prin-
ciples, including the U.N. Principles on remote
sensing (box 5-2) and the UNCED agreements,
call for this type of technical assistance.

Decisions on foreign assistance are based on
the level of public interest, both on humanitarian
grounds and national self-interest. For example,
the United States has long supported weather ser-
vices in the Caribbean region as a way to improve
the ability to track hurricanes and tropical storms.
A broader vision of national interest might include
a national commitment to global environmental
monitoring, which might require support for pro-
grams of in situ monitoring in developing coun-
tries. A decision on whether or not to support the
use of satellite data for international development
would also depend on an assessment of the effec-
tiveness of that type of assistance in comparison
with other forms of  assistance.57

‘2 See app. C, D. Skole  and C. Tucker, “’Tropical Deforestation and Habitat Fragmentati(m in the Amazon; Satelllte Data fr(ml  1978 to 1988,”
Scfence,  vol. 260, June 25, 1993, pp. 1905-1910. Direct observation of biomass burning requires a highly sensitive instrument such as the Opti-
cal Linescan Sensor (OLS) on the Defense Meteorological Support Program (DMSP)  satellites.

~~c J Tucker  et al,, “E~pansion  and  contraction” of the Sahara Desert From 1980 to 1990,”  Science, v[~l. 253, N(). 5017, JUIY 19, 1991,. .

pp. 299-301.

54see NC}{ Te(.}ln[)/oglc~: R?nlote Sensing and Geographic  /nf(mm(ion Systems,  Envir(mrnent and Deveh~pnlenl  Brief  No, ~ (Paris:

UNESCO, 1992).

551ndla  ,s a notable excep[lon t. [his ~le, with an active  remote sensing progran] that includes bc~th =lellites  and progranls  tO anal Y7e and

use the data they produce.

‘GU.S. Congress, Office t)f Technology Assessment, Working Group tm Approaching  Sustainable Development, meeting held Dec. 7,

1993, in Washington, DC.

57~e office of Technol{)gy.  Assessnlen( is Cumen[]y  engaged  in an assessment of science and technology,”  renewab]e resources,  and lnlema-

tional development, which will address this issue in a broader c~mtext.


